Kanban Foundation for
Knowledge Work
CONCENTRIC CIRCLE CONSULTING’s Kanban Foundation for Knowledge Work class
prepares the participant for implementing and using Kanban for a team or for
a larger multi-team organization. It focuses on teams doing knowledge work.
Class format

The course is delivered on line. It consists of a series of short, modular video
presentations, playable on demand; exercises to illustrate the application of the
principles, values and practices described in the presentations; a forum for the
exchange of questions and ideas among the participants and the trainer; and live
sessions for exchanging with the trainer.

Benefits

 Participants will understand the use of kanban for gaining the trust of
customers, for continual improvement and for reducing lead times
 Participants will understand the benefits of a pull method for organizing work
and the benefits of limited work in progress
 Participants will gain sufficient information to start a Kanban initiative for a
team
 Participants will be able to explain to their colleagues how kanban may be of
benefit to their organization.

Duration

The course lectures are delivered on demand, so there is no fixed duration. The
entire course must be completed within six months of registration.

Targeted
audience

This course targets beginners, or false beginners, with little or no knowledge of
kanban. A basic understanding of organizing work in teams is expected.

Prerequisites

There are no formal knowledge or experience prerequisites for this course.
Participants must have an Internet connection that supports streaming video.

Subject Matter

 The origins of kanban
 Understanding flow
 Kanban values
 Kanban principles
 Kanban practices
 Designing kanban boards
 Designing kanban cards
 Implementing kanban
 Overview of Kanban software tools

Registration
Conditions
For more
information

For information about registration, please consult:
http://www.3cs.ch/kanban/training/kanban-foundation/
Payment in full in advance. Payment is non-refundable once access credentials
are delivered.
Please contact:
CONCENTRIC CIRCLE CONSULTING
ROUTE DE COMPOIS 106
CH-1254 JUSSY
SWITZERLAND

PHONE:
EMAIL:
WEB:

+41 78 845 4878
info@3cs.ch
www.3cs.ch

